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OUTLINE FOR CRYPTOLOGIC STUDIES

I Organization
A. Name
B. Subordination
C. Location
D. Internal structure

II Scale of Effort
A. Number and location of intercept stations.
B. Personnel strength
C. Financial expenditures
D. Volume of traffic intercepted
E. Training
F. Electronic countermeasures

III Cryptologic Targets
A. Intercept Targets
B. Plain language effort and successes
C. Traffic analysis effort and successes
D. Cryptanalytic effort and successes
E. Interception and analysis of other electronic signals

IV Security
A. Transmission
B. Physical
C. Personnel
   1. Foreign Personnel
D. Cryptographic
E. Electronic

V Collaboration With Other Countries

VII Other Cryptologic Information
A. Cryptologic inventions
B. Production of cryptologic devices
C. Equipment
D. Publications on cryptologic matters
E. Censorship of mails, telephones and telegraph for cryptologic purposes.

VIII Biographic Data (National and International)
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